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Abstract.  This paper describes a fuzzy-based methodology in order to aggregate 

outcomes of distinct wordsense disambiguation algorithms. The latter are derived 

from standard Lesk algorithm, its WorldNet extension and new interpretations of 

the set-intersection that accounts for various WordNet domain knowledge and part-

of-speech conversion. The fuzzy preference model imitates the fuzzy Borda voting 

scheme.  The developed algorithms are evaluated according to SenseEval 2 compe-

tition dataset, where a clear improvement to the baseline algorithm has been testi-

fied. 
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1 Introduction 

Word sense ambiguity is inherent to human language and prevalent in all natural 

languages where a single can convey multiple meanings. For instance, “bank” may 

stand for a financial institution, objects (materials) grouped together in rows, high 

mass/ mound of a particular substance, or a land near river / lake. The correct sense 

of an ambiguous word can be selected based on the context where it occurs [1]. 

The appropriate handling of word sense disambiguation (WSD) task can poten-

tially provide a major breakthrough in the information retrieval systems where 

identification of correct sense of query terms yields a milestone breakthrough in 

document retrieval systems, question-answering systems, among others [2]. 

Simultaneous interest in the linguistic community to research the structure of 

corpus resulted in various types of manually annotated corpora that populated 
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senseval/Semeval evaluation1 where several research competitions are held to-

wards designing new algorithms for disambiguation task. Lesk algorithm [3], 

based on the amount of overlapping between the gloss of the target word (for each 

sense) and the glosses of the context words, and its various extensions, e.g., 

Banerjee and Pederson [4] where WordNet was used as a source of glosses, have 

often setup a standard in the field.   

This paper contributes to the wordsense disambiguation effort in the following 

way. First, new enhanced Lesk-like algorithms are put forward using different in-

terpretations of set-intersection. The former assumes a metric viewpoint calculated 

using the path-length measure of WordNet hierarchical synset structure. While the 

latter utilizes the WordNet domains links and extends both the set intersection and 

available domain hierarchical distance metric accordingly. Especially, in order to 

benefit from the dense hierarchical structure of noun-category in WordNet lexical 

database [5], a word morphology transformation is employed, which then serves 

as basis for subsequent semantic similarity. Second, a fuzzy preference based strat-

egy is employed in order to aggregate the outcomes of various disambiguation 

algorithms. The performances of the suggested algorithms are evaluated using 

both Senseval-2 and SemCor datasets where a systematic improvement over the 

baseline has been noticed. Section 2 of this paper provides background and related 

work. Our methodology is detailed in Section 3, while testing results are reported 

in Section 4. 

 

2 Background and related work 

A pioneer work in word sense disambiguation is the Lesk algorithm [3] where 

the particular sense of a target word corresponds to the sense whose gloss (defini-

tion of the sense) shares the largest number of words with glosses of the words in 

the phrase to be disambiguated.  

More formally, let W1, W2 be two words whose meanings are defined in the 

dictionary 𝑁𝑊1
= {𝑊1

1,𝑊1
2, . .𝑊1

𝑛1} and 𝑁𝑊2
= {𝑊2

1,𝑊2
2, . .𝑊2

𝑛2}, repectively. 

The W1, W2 are therefore assigned senses W1
i and W2

j,  1,...,2,1 ni , 

 2,...,2,1 nj  (in the context of a phrase containing W1 and W2) such that 

      lk

nlnk

ji WWWW 21
1,1

21
21

max 


                                                          (1) 

Typically, 
1WN and

2WN rely on glosses found in traditional dictionaries, e.g., Ox-

ford English dictionary.  

The complexity search for (1) increases exponentially with the number of words 

in the phrase. A known approximated solution to this problem, referred to as a 

simplified Lesk algorithm consists of restricting the overlapping operation, for 

                                                           
1 http://www.senseval.org 

http://www.senseval.org/
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each sense of the target word, to words surrounding the target word. More for-

mally, using the above notations and given a sentence /phrase where two words 

W1 and W2 co-occurs, say  

    S  =  < W0, W1, W2, W3,…,Wm >  

W1, W2 are assigned senses W1
i and W2

j, respectively, such that 

        ...max... 321321 m

k

k
m

i WWWWWWWW                             (2) 

        ...max... 312312 m

k

k
m

j WWWWWWWW                             (3) 

With the emergence of lexical databases, especially, WordNet where word senses 

are grouped into synsets organized in a hierarchical organization that creates se-

mantic relations, Lesk’s methodology has been extended in various directions. 

Banerjee and Pedersen [4] suggested to use the phrases that appear at each synset 

(sense) pertaining to individual word as a counterpart of glosses in expression (1); 

namely, 
ji WW 21   , would stand for all wording involved in describing ith and jth 

synset of word W1 and W2, respectively. Agirre and Martinez [6] proposed to use 

a (WordNet-based) semantic similarity in order to identify the correct sense. The 

latter corresponds to the senses that maximize the semantic similarity of the two 

words as in (4).  

               ,max,:,, 11
,

111121

lk

lk

jiji WWSimWWSimWWWW                                      (4) 

This approach works only if the two words belong to the same part-of-speech. 

Mihalcea and Moldovan [7] extended this concept to pairs of different part-of-

speech, especially for noun-verb connected via syntactic relations such as verb-

object, noun-adverb. Agirre and Rigau [8] introduced the concept of "conceptual 

density" defined as the overlap between the semantic concept hierarchy C (root of 

the hierarchy) and words in the same context. 

 

3 Method 

3.1 Part-of-speech category conversion 

In order to deal with the discrepancy of semantic information available for distinct 

part-of-speech where noun category has much richer hierarchy structure than other 

categories in WordNet lexical database, our approach consists of using a morpho-

logical transformation in order to transform all non-noun entities (identified 

through an initial part-of-speech tagging) into their corresponding noun entities. 

For this purpose, we used the Categorial Variation Database (CatVar) [9-10]. The 

PoS conversion augmented with CatVar is accomplished by finding the database 

cluster containing the word to be converted and replacing it with the target word. 

In case of multiple nouns that can be associated to the given word, the algorithm 

picks up the first noun that induces the smallest Edit distance with the original 

word, which favours transformations that preserve as much of the original wording 

as possible. Others words whose entry cannot be found in WordNet are left un-

changed, e.g., named-entities.  
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In the same spirit as Banerjee and Pedersen [4], the process of word sense disam-

biguation of an individual word, say W with senses nWW ,...,1 , in the context con-

stituted of a sentence S = {W1, W2, …, Wm}, where each component Wi can be 

assigned sense in { in

iii WWW ,...,, 21 } ( in stands for the number of senses (synsets) 

of word Wi), involves the following. First, translating the non-noun senses into 

noun-sense using the aforementioned CatVar transformation, yielding for each Wi, 

{ in

iii NNN ,...,, 21 }. Second, calculating, for each sense 
kW (k=1,n) of target word 

W, its associated score:   

                             
i

j

i

k

j

k NNSimWScore ),( max)(                                           (5) 

where kN stands for the noun-counterpart, if required, of the sense 
kW of the tar-

get word, and Sim(.,.) stands for Wu and Palmer semantic similarity measure [11]. 

The sense 
*kW of the target word is then selected such that 

            )(max arg* k

kW

k WScoreW
k

                                                                          (6) 

Inspired by SSI (structural semantic interconnection) algorithm [12], the imple-

mentation of (5-6) can be rendered simple using an iterative process by first se-

lecting words S’ in S that are monosemous, say:  

            S’={Wi: senses(Wi)={ in

iii WWW ,...,, 21 }, ni = 1} .  

So that the counterpart of (5) becomes 

          



':

),()(
SWj

j

kk

j

NNSimWScore                                                                   (7) 

Expression (5-6) or their SSI implementations, if any, allows us to select the ap-

propriate sense of the target word W that maximizes the overall semantic similarity 

in the sense of Wu and Palmer WorldNet similarity measure with all words of the 

context sentence S.  

 

3.2 Use of WordNet domain category 

Motivated by the existence of domain categorization in WordNet domains pro-

ject2, the key idea is to utilize such information in the disambiguation task. Strictly 

speaking, WordNet domain project contains more than 100,000 domain links, 

where individual synset of noun, verb or adjective is assigned one or more Subject 

Field Codes (e.g., 1

ndoctor is tagged with the Medicine domain), or domain labels 

similar to the field labels used in dictionaries (e.g., Medicine, Engineering or Ar-

chitecture). The domain labels are based on the Dewey Decimal Classification 

system and are arranged into a topic hierarchy [13]. We hypothesize that synsets 

that share the largest number of domain links are likely to have matching senses. 

Otherwise, if no common domain exists, the synsets that share the closest common 

subsumer in domains hierarchy are assumed to have coherent senses. Using a more 

formal representation, for a given synset 
j

iW (j=1 to in ) of word 
iW , let 

                                                           
2 http://wndomains.fbk.eu/  

http://wndomains.fbk.eu/
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 ijl

ijijij

j

i dddD ,..,, 21 , j=1 to in  i=1 to m, be the set of domain links associated to 

synset j

iW . Similarly, let  kp

kkk

k dddD ,..,, 21

0  , k=1 to n, be the domain links 

associated to synset Wk of the target word W, then an alternative to semantic sim-

ilarity based disambiguation (5-6) is    

         
mi j

j

i

k DWdScore
,0

)(_















                                                                            (8) 

Therefore, the sense k* is chosen so that  

       )(_max arg* k

k
W

k WdScoreW
k

                                                                          (9) 

In case where all cardinalities |. | in (8) vanish because there is no common domain 

link, an alternative to cardinality would be to explore the hierarchical structure of 

the domain links and compute the path-length dist (.,.) of the underlying nodes, 

which draws some analogy with WordNet Wu and Palmer semantic similarity 

such that:  

   ),(min)('_ 1

1,0
,

k

i

j

i

mi
kj

k DDdistWdScore 



                                               (10) 

Therefore, the associated sense is determined as: 

        )('_min arg* k

kW

k WdScoreW
k

                                                                        (11) 

Especially, (10-11) expressions are triggered only if expression (8) yields zero-

value for all senses Wk. 

Interestingly, domain links-based reasoning does not require the word-part of 

speech transformation because the domain links exist for various part-of-speech 

category, and provide a sound alternative approach to wordsense disambiguation. 

On the other hand, as far as our testing is concerning, one should notice that most 

of synsets are rather assigned one single domain link, therefore, the hierarchical 

distance based scoring function (10-11) is the most applied one in the subsequent 

reasoning. 

 

3.3 Fuzzy Borda voting scheme 

In the classical Borda count each expert gives a mark to each alternative, according 

to the number of alternatives worse than it. The fuzzy variant [16] is a natural 

extension that allows the experts to show numerically how much some alternatives 

are preferred to the others, evaluating their preference intensities from 0 to 1. More 

specifically, let 
1 2,  R ,.., mR R be the fuzzy preference relations of m experts over 

n alternatives, say, x1,..,xn, yielding a preference matrix intensity for each expert 

k: 
, 1,

k

ij
i j n

r


   , where ( , )k

k

ij i jR
r x x being the membership function of Rk, 

quantifying the degree of confidence in which the k-expert prefers alternative xi to 

alternative xj. The score assigned for k-th expert to alternative xi is aggregated as: 

,

,

1,  & r 0.5

( )
k
i j

k

k i i j

j n

r x r
 

                          (12) 
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Taking into account the score of each individual expert, the overall score of a given 

alternative xi will be:  

1

( ) ( )
m

i k i

k

r x r x


                            (13) 

On the other hand, a practical eliciting of the individual (fuzzy) preference from 

individual expert estimation wi of the quantity of interest as suggested in [16]: 

,

k i
i j

i j

w
r

w w



                              (14) 

 

Application to disambiguation 

The key in applying fuzzy Borda voting scheme to the aforementioned problem of 

wordsense disambiguation is first to assume the aforementioned methodologies 

for wordsense disambiguation as an expert in the sense of Borda voting scheme. 

More specifically, we shall consider four distinct experts corresponding to follow-

ing:   

  R1: Lesk-WordNet as in expression (4);  R2: Lesk-WordNet-CatVar as in (5) 

  R3: Lesk-WordNet-Monosemous as in (7); R4:Lesk- domain category as in (8,10) 

Second, the various alternatives xi, correspond to the various senses of the target 

word to be disambiguated. Third, the estimation score yielded by each of the above 

disambiguation method Ri with respect to specific sense will be used through (14) 

to elicit the membership grade ,

k

i jr Fourth, the outcome of the voting scheme cor-

responds to the sense 
jx  that yields the highest score in the sense of (13).   

  

4 Evaluation 

We used the test data from English lexical sample task used in Senseval-2 [14] 

comparative evaluation of word sense disambiguation systems. It contains a total 

of 4,328 test instances divided among 29 nouns, 29 verbs and 15 adjectives. Each 

test instance contains a sentence with a single target word to be disambiguated, 

and one or two surrounding sentences that provide additional context. The results 

in terms of precision, recall and runtime are reported in Table 1, together with 

comparison with some of the state of art approaches. The Lesk’s algorithm is taken 

as a baseline for this analysis. 

The results in Table 1 demonstrate the feasibility and high performance of our 

developed wordsense disambiguation algorithms. The performance achieved by 

CatVar semantic similarity based approach as well as Catvar –semantic similarity 

with syntactic features outperform the baseline by more than 19% in both precision 

and recall evaluations. Among the four algorithms introduced in this paper, the 

CatVar-semantic similarity shows a marginal improvement over the use of domain 

category, monosemous and WordNet based Lesk’s extension. On the other hand, 
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the use of fuzzy Borda voting scheme is also shown to improve, although, some-

times marginally the precision and recall performances with respect to the individ-

ual disambiguation algorithms (Ri, i=1,4). 

 

Table 1. Classification results of the developed disambiguation algorithms on 

SenseEval 2 competition dataset 

 

Algorithm Noun(%)  Verbs (%)  Runtime (s) 
       

 P R  P R  
      

             R1 71 68 58 55 0.071 

             R2 73 69 60 54 0.082 

             R3 68 59 54 53 0.051 

             R4 73 66 62 53 0.042 

Lesk (baseline) 61 60 21 18 0.0049 

Simple Lesk  32 28 29 28 0.0143 

Adapted Lesk  34 29 23 27 0.0182 

Fuzzy Borda Voting  74 69 69 58 0.0983 
       

 

 

Conclusion 
This paper contributes to the hot topic of wordsense disambiguation and four new 

extensions of standard Lesk’s algorithm have been provided based on the use of 

CatVar morphological transformation, domain link and monosemous. Next, a 

fuzzy-Borda voting scheme has been adapted in order to combine the outcomes of 

the various individual disambiguation algorithms to provide a global result. Alt-

hough, the results are promising, the study prompted several interesting issues that 

will be further enhanced. For instance, the individual disambiguation algorithms 

are not fully independent from each other, which triggers interesting scenarios of 

accounting for the dependency level in the fuzzy Borda voting scheme. On the 

other hand, further theoretical results and convergence properties are still required 

in order to guarantee the superiority of the voting outcome over individual expert 

assessment.  
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